





















































famous group of French modern French paintings, including 20 by [Catalogue]
cezanne, i6 by Renoir, 2 t)y seurat, 3 by Henri Bousseau･ 7 by Ii?tK',BBdi:l,e?,faM)(.i ,!:i,e.Mc(gyie,r,i:i.El(ll'l'C)l'lil,',a,il)Il'Iiilg',Ii,L'i,.7`,Ii,11'ikilllill:,1'i,,ti.,,
picasso, 14 by Matisse, ar)d others for a total of eightY WOrkS bY Akiya 'rakahashi
fifteen artists, Such major art historical monuments as C6zanne's Catalogue: Akiya Takahashi et al.
/Vudes in Landscape, and T)'ie Card Rtayers, Seurat's Models and F.ditor: Akiya Takahashi
                                                          t'roduction: insho-shaMatisse's loy of Li7b were included in the exhibition. Barnes's                                                          * Tl]e catalogue was produced in a Japanese editioti, witl) the same cot]tei)tsindividuality as a collector, with his distinctive artistic vieWS baSed as the washington and paris catalogues
on pragmatism, can be seen in his focus on Cezanne, RenOir and Transportation: Nippon Express
Matisse, and the exhibition provides an exact rendering of the dis- Display: Tokyo studio
tinctive features of this collection. This exhibition also provided a
superb opportunity for a true understanding of one of the typical
examples of a collection of modern painting gathered in America
at the beginning of the 20th century.
   The exhibition was open fora total of 62 days, and a total of
1 ,071 ,352 people visited the exhibition. This accounts for an aver-
age daily attendance of 17,280 visitors, a record breaking amount
for recent years. Thus the exhibition can be considered a success
in the general sense that it allowed a great number of people to
enjoy the exhibition. But, the, to some excessive, publicity meant
that the crowds were so extreme that the works could not be fully
appreciated, and a host of problems in the areas of planning and
execution arose. And the congestion, which resulted in some visi-
tors waiting as long as seven hours to be admitted to the exhibi-
tion, was reported by the media. As a result, this exhibition provided
a clear opportunity for the questioning of the usual practices con-
cerning large scale exhibitions which have been co-sponsored by
private corporations without financial, personnel and organizational
backing. (Akiya Takahashi)
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